
The Best Minecraft Server Hosting Of 2022 (Free & Paid)
 

Since its launch 9 years ago, Minecraft stays considered one of the most popular and

beloved video games globally. And with over Cooper's Blog from across the globe, there

seems to be no stopping to Minecraft’s phenomenon.
 

There are several ways you can play Minecraft with pals, however probably the most

versatile by far is on a Minecraft server that's hosted on-line. Therefore, chances are, you’re

a kind of gamers trying to take their Minecraft expertise to the subsequent stage by internet

hosting it on a cheap, quick, and dependable server along with your favorite mods.
 

If you want to learn the way to begin a Minecraft server, ensure to check out this video

beneath.
 

However whether you’re new to Minecraft server hosting or want to switch to a better one,

we’ve compiled the most effective Minecraft server hosting providers for you to choose from.
 

Before we get started, let’s take a look at how resource-demanding Minecraft really might be.
 

Minimal Minecraft Server Hosting Necessities
 

As you could be already aware, internet hosting games is commonly difficult since they're

sometimes extra resource-hungry than typical net purposes. Thankfully, Minecraft isn’t

exactly an enormous useful resource hog so you'll be able to simply host the game on net

servers that meet some pretty basic specifications.
 

That being mentioned, we’re speaking here about the basic setups of Minecraft - pure Vanilla

as it’s called. For such installations and a mean player group of up 10 users, you will get by

with the bare minimum in the VPS hosting space.
 

Let’s take a look at the precise necessities for plain Vanilla Minecraft hosting in numbers:
 

- 1GB RAM 

 

- 1 CPU Core 

 

 

Really useful Requirements:
 

- 2GB RAM 

 

- 2 CPU Core 

 

 

Storage house requirements are fairly negligible in context to what’s usually supplied by
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hosting providers, so we’ve skipped it altogether. Just make that storage is SSD-primarily

based.
 

Nonetheless, if you’re extra critical about Minecraft then you’ll be likely looking at hosting

setups that will mean you can get pleasure from the game in participant teams of fifty and

above. You might also like to consider other potentialities equivalent to the usage of

customized mods, which will enhance the requirements even further.
 

In such instances, we’d recommend a VPS internet hosting plan just like the Minecraft

Villager Plan supplied by Hostinger, which includes 3GB of RAM however clocking in at

$12.95/mo. As you'll be able to see, the extra players you want to host, the higher your

potential month-to-month cost will get.
 

What are the best Minecraft Server Hosting Providers for 2022?
 

The demand for Minecraft hosting has elevated through the years because the game’s

reputation continues to flourish. But instead of featuring all of them on this publish, we’ve

handpicked the top-performing ones to make your determination much easier.
 

Here are our prime selections for the perfect Minecraft server hosting this 12 months:
 

- On the spot activatiion of servers upon subscription. 

 

- Ensures 100% uptime as coated by it’s SLA for uninterrupted gaming. 

 

- Free subdomain helps entice extra folks to affix your recreation. 

 

- Offers 24/7 assist on standby to help with problems and points. 

 

- Ensures DDoS protection in keeping with its SLA. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Limited money-back guarantee program. 

 

- Frequent reviews regarding hidden further fees and pricing issues 

 

 

Shockbyte has earned its repute as one of the most reliable, cheap Minecraft server hosting

supplier. Since 2013, the company has been offering varied plans with an array of RAM sizes

per server to suit anyone’s finances.
 

Shockbyte gives a whopping 13 plans, together with a custom plan to customers starting



from 1 (20+ slots) to 16GB RAM (180+ slots). The corporate has a few of the bottom price

charges in the market, with simply $2.50/month for its cheapest plan and $40/month for the

premium ‘Titan’. All plans come with a money-again guarantee if you’re not happy with server

performance.
 

Get started right now with a 25% low cost for our readers with the code ‘LAUNCH‘.
 

2. Apex Internet hosting
 

- Gives access to skilled service admins by way of 24/7 reside chat help. 

 

- Permits change server version files in a couple of clicks. 

 

- Provides low latency on Java or Bedrock throughout their servers world wide. 

 

- Allows customers to create a site in your servier utilizing its free subdomain. 

 

- Helps all forms of Minecraft maps, mini-games, mods, and plugins. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Apex Hosting claims “unlimited player slots” but really limits players. 

 

- Cheaper options with similar options can be found. 

 

 

With a 4.7 rating on Trustpilot across tons of of reviewers, Apex Hosting is probably the most

properly-reputed Minecraft server hosting platforms around. You can’t go unsuitable setting

up your server with the company, as proven by the 200,000 excessive-performing servers

they’ve hosted by way of the years.
 

The corporate offers seven tiered plans starting from 2-10 GB RAM. Every plan offers a

lower worth for the primary month and increases to its common value thereafter. You may

also pay quarterly for each plan to receive a 10% discount. On prime of that, there's an

option to get the Proxy to cover your IP address for added safety.
 

Get 25% OFF your first month via our hyperlink beneath and start constructing your Minecraft

neighborhood.
 

3. Hostinger
 

- Uses a Multicraft panel to assist arrange servers. 

 



- Comes with extensive collection of preinstalled mods. 

 

- Protects servers from DDoS assaults by means of its advanced automated hardware

safety. 

 

- Presents enterprise-degree data backup to quickly restore lost or broken information 

 

- World server community ensures low latency for gamers no matter location. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Each day backups, SSH, SSH entry are solely accessible on increased plans. 

 

- No devoted hosting 

 

- Doens’t provide telephone assist 

 

 

Hostinger is likely one of the leading hosting suppliers, so it comes as no shock that it

additionally gives arguably probably the greatest Minecraft server hosting providers around.
 

With prime-of-the-line features at inexpensive prices, Hostinger offers the proper packages

for individuals who wish to get the better of Minecraft internet hosting plan with out a

sophisticated server and network setup data.
 

All plans offer all features above, along with a minimum of 2GB RAM and 2 vCPU Hardware.

Costs vary from $6.Ninety five to $77.99 a month, with the highest plan (Wolf Plan) providing

16GB RAM and 8 vCPU. Lastly, every plan comes with a 30-day cash-back guarantee.
 

Get started with Hostinger and make the most of limited-time affords with all plans as much

as 77% OFF.
 

… or take a look at our Hostinger Evaluate.
 

4. GameTeam
 

Affords 12 server areas to choose from to minimize lags throughout gameplay. 

 

- Commits to 99.99% uptime independent of server location 

 

- SSDs utilized in servers provide quick gaming experience with low I/O instances 

 

- Full FTP access to handle all recordsdata and plugins with an FTP shopper of your



selection 

 

- Every day backups that remain obtainable for 7 days 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Customer support doesn’t reply promptly 

 

- Entry-stage servers are inclined to decelerate with a number of players 

 

 

GameTeam is a relative newcomer to Minecraft internet hosting house and goals to offer

customers with trade leading gaming experience at quite affordable price with plans

beginning at just $2.50/month. It supports all the good things resembling Minecraft Java &

Bedrock Edition and 1-click on installs for modpacks & plugins along with providing players

with unlimited variety of slots per server. Whereas obviously the entry level sever will start

lagging with a lot of gamers, it’s still a pleasant contact.
 

GamTeam’s pricing is pretty straight ahead. The most affordable plan comes with 1.0 GB

RAM at $3/month. Higher tier plans provide additional RAM with essentially the most

expensive plan offering us with 32 GB RAM at $96.00/month. The company offers also

further help with modpack installation and plugin setup for added one-time charge of $15.00.
 

Get began at present with a 50% OFF your first month with the code ‘50PERCENT‘.
 

5. Sparked Host
 

Featured Companion
 

- Offers quick and dependable cash-again guarantee 

 

- Offers spherical-the-clock buyer support 

 

- Gives DDoS safety 

 

- Gives essentially the most affordable high-finish plans 

 

- Supplies subuser access and subdomain choices 

 

 

Cons:
 

- No BBB page 



 

- Fairly new participant-solely 2-3 years within the industry 

 

 

We acknowledge Sparked Host as one among the simplest, most inexpensive and fairly

highly effective options out there. After you purchase a internet hosting service with them,

which begins as low as $1.50 a month, your server is robotically set up for you. From there,

you may instantly start playing through your Minecraft client or continue to arrange the server

to your liking with further modpacks or plugins. No matter what you select, it's our expertise

that their skilled help crew is at all times proper there to assist.
 

So, why do we embrace Sparked Host in our listing? Effectively, they are in all probability

one of the best bang in your buck! Their servers use business-main hardware which implies

your Minecraft community, whether or not it is just starting out or already has a large

participant base, will run flawlessly on their platform. Just make sure you choose the correct

plan to suit your wants. Furthermore, they've superb sources and documentation for aspiring

server directors like yourself to rise up and running very quickly.
 

Hey, it’s honest. You might nonetheless have some reservations: starting a minecraft server

is a big task. There isn't a must believe us to inform you how good Sparked Host is, though.

On the time I am penning this evaluate, they are rated 4.7 / 5 stars on Trustpilot which puts

them in the similar buyer satisfaction vary as the big names like MCProHosting and Apex

Internet hosting at just a fraction of the value. Not solely that, but Sparked Host guarantees

“99.99% network” uptime or you will be compensated by both time back on their service or

cash again. Not convinced? Go take a look at their webpage for extra information or keep

reading.
 

6. ScalaCube
 

- Affords a custom management panel for full control. 

 

- Permits you to install over a thousand unique modpacks with only a single click. 

 

- Helps limitless number of servers with limitless slots from its powerful VPS servers. 

 

- Gives a 50% low cost on the succeeding server you buy after your first. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- No access to customer service during weekends 

 

- Doesn’t present SLA networking 

 



- Doesn’t provide refunds 

 

 

Offering totally different game servers equivalent to Hytale and Ark, ScalaCube is aware of

users’ calls for throughout its servers. That’s why ScalaCube’s Minecraft server hosting

provides you flexibility on how you need to launch your sport and higher instruments to

observe the individuals logged into your server.
 

Scalacube offers its lowest plan with 768 MB RAM, 3.Four GHz CPU, and slots for 10

players at $2.5/month. The most expensive has 32 GB RAM, 8×3.Four GHz CPU, and 600

player slots at $96/month. Every plan means that you can create an infinite number of sport

servers.
 

…or check out our ScalaCube Review
 

7. GG Servers
 

- Provides excessive-efficiency processors ranging between 4-5 GHz for faster velocity. 

 

- Unmetered SSD drive. 

 

- Provides a custom-made and intuitive version of the Multicraft control panel. 

 

- Gives modpack support for all server varieties with one-click installation. 

 

- Spectacular reach with servers in 9 places world wide 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Overwhelming number of plans that make it tough to select from 

 

- Frequent complaints reported concerning their substandard 24/7 Assist Ticket feature 

 

 

GG Servers has supplied individuals with reliable and fast recreation servers at inexpensive

prices since 2013. On top of that, the corporate is focused on giving its clients true 24/7

support with an actual human for all their server wants.
 

GG Servers supply Standard and Premium packages for all its plans. Normal makes use of

DDR4 2133 MHz 3.2-four GHz, and Comfortable RAID 1 (four hundred MB/s r/w). MySQL

Database and unlimited slots are available as add-ons at +$2/month each.
 

Premium not only has MySQL and unlimited slots included within the plan nevertheless it



offers better specs - DDR4 2400 MHz, 4.4-5 GHz, and NVMe (2500+ M/Bs r/w).
 

Seize 50% low cost for our readers with the code HOLIDAY50
 

8. HostHavoc
 

- Makes use of SSDs to run its game servers for sooner efficiency and quicker loading. 

 

- 24/7 node monitoring to ensure ample server distribution 

 

- Works with all out there modpacks (Vanilla, ATLauncher, FTB, Technic and many others.) 

 

- Gives full FTP entry as well as an online-based file manager for many who favor to self-

manage 

 

- Ensures actual individual assist 24/7 with 15min common response time 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Doesn’t provide partial refunds 

 

- Quite a few reported points on server startups. 

 

 

HostHavoc comes extremely really helpful in the Minecraft group, with over 730 reviewers

score the corporate at a mean of 4.7 stars out of 5.0 on Trustpilot. With top-notch servers

throughout primarily the US and Europe as well as one heart in Australia, the company goals

to provide premium service without any compromises.
 

HostHavoc plans do not present any price range options finances as the corporate believes

in velocity and reliability and caters to those who are willing to pay a bit extra for prime-quality

Minecraft hosting. The most affordable plan has 1-four recommended gamers with 1GB RAM

while the most costly possibility with 16GB RAM allows increasing your multiplayer game up

to 250+ players. Every plan comes with unlimited storage and all earlier talked about options

comparable to backups, mods, and extra.
 

9. BisectHosting
 

- Constant and dependable efficiency with excessive performance SSDs. 

 

- Extensive collection of Minecraft-focused packages 

 

- Offers full FTP entry for better file management and plugin administration. 



 

- Affords eight server locations. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Inefficient and unreliable customer assist. 

 

- No devoted IP with decrease tier packages. 

 

 

BisectHosting comes highly beneficial in the Minecraft group, with over 730 reviewers

ranking the corporate at a mean of 4.7 stars out of 5.0. With high-notch servers in several

components of the globe, the company goals to supply premium service at an affordable

budget.
 

BisectHosting plans are divided into two: premium and price range. Finances packages can

get pleasure from immediate setup, Multicraft Management Panel, 24/7 assist, and free

subdomains, among others.
 

Premium packages benefit from the identical features as the Finances packages. However,

they also get free limitless slots, extra servers from totally different areas, free devoted IP,

and more!
 

10. Nodecraft
 

- Offers constant backups, secure FTP login, and actual-time console and stats utilizing

NodePanel 2 

 

- Permits users to tweak sport settings UI 

 

- Lets users save and swap between 28 game servers anytime. 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Increased pricing for standard featues 

 

- Limited foreign money options for purchases 

 

 

Nodecraft is one other sport hosting firm that provides high-notch hardware for its server

situated worldwide for fast gaming. But what separates the corporate from the rest is it uses

NodePanel 2, a next-gen game hosting control panel built by Nodecraft so that you can



handle your servers better.
 

The price for all plans ranges from $9.98/month to $39.98/month. They possess the same

function and even host limitless Minecraft participant slots. The difference lies in the

hardware - the higher the plan, the better the specs are.
 

Finest Free Minecraft Server Hosting Choices for 2022:
 

1. Server.pro (Freemium)
 

- Information centers across eight international locations ensures virtually lag-much less

gaming 

 

- Provides each day backups 

 

- Allows users to create customized hostname for server 

 

- Create your custom hostname for your server. 

 

- Provides dependable DDoS protection 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Customer service doesn’t address particular points and simply sends minimize and pasted

solutions to queries 

 

- Frequent experiences of servers randomly closing down 

 

 

Server.pro is a Swedish recreation hosting company offering free and paid plans. On high of

it being easy to use, the platform serves as a low-threat, excessive-reward recreation internet

hosting that permits people to host Minecraft servers without breaking the bank.
 

Among one of the best Minecraft server hosting providers here, Server.pro is the only one

with a free plan. However except for having 1 GB RAM, it additionally serves ads and doesn’t

embrace day by day backups, multi-admin capabilities, and immediate setup, among others.
 

The Premium ($5-10/month) and Pro ($20-40/month) plans are ad-free and offer all the

pieces that the Free plan doesn’t. The one distinction between the 2 is the Professional plan

provides a devoted IP and a MySQL server with root entry.
 

2. Aternos (Free)
 

- Offers full customization options where customers can alter something they need and play



precisely as they need 

 

- All available mods and plugins are additionally free 

 

- Easy to add customized worlds 

 

 

Cons:
 

- Players are capped at 20 

 

- Modpacks and plugins are limited 

 

- RAM is capped at 1.7GB 

 

 

Aternos operates on the premise that as long as Minecraft is free, they will be offering their

companies without spending a dime as well-from the RAM to the plugins that they offer.

They’re one of the few portals that gives Minecraft fans free servers to run their very own

networks.
 

Since they started working in 2013, Aternos now has close to thirteen million users adn

400,000 gamers.
 

As a result of it’s free, Aternos Hosting caps gamers that customers can add at 20.

Additionally they impose a restrict on modpacks and plugins. The quantity of RAM available

is capped at 1.7 GB.
 

All things considered, Aternos is nothing fancy, but it’s excellent for small teams who wish to

hangout on a shared community.
 

What to Look for in Greatest Minecraft Server Hosting?
 

Now that you've got the most effective Minecraft internet hosting companies to choose from

above, it's essential to understand how to pick the proper one that suits your needs. Similarly

to typical hosting, there are some key components you need to consider with a view to make

an informed choice.
 

Let’s take a look at a few of crucial ones:
 

#1. The fitting server location
 

The servers should be near the placement where gamers are from to keep away from lag.

There’s nothing you can do when you’re internet hosting players from all around the world.

However if you're internet hosting gamers in a specific region or nation, make sure that the



corporate has servers closest to your area.
 

#2. Good connection parameters
 

To provide gamers with seamless, uninterrupted gaming, the servers will need to have high

latency and good uptime. To make sure this, choose a Minecraft hosting supplier with greater

than ample processor and RAM. Additionally, excessive-efficiency servers can accommodate

extra gamers without the game lagging.
 

#3. Straightforward or on the spot setup
 

The very last thing you want to fret about is establishing the server yourself - you want

technical data to get the server up and running easily. Thankfully, there are internet hosting

corporations that take care of this, so you can go straight into hosting the games.
 

#4. Multiple gamers allowed at the same time
 

Minecraft is greatest performed with as many gamers as potential. While there’s solely a

certain number of players a server can handle in a multiplayer mode, go along with a server

hosting that may accommodate at the least 10 gamers concurrently.
 

#5. Mods allowed and included
 

Minecraft mods can change the interface and supply additional instruments that gamers can

use whereas exploring the game. Since they are all the time an essential a part of improving

the expertise of enjoying Minecraft, be sure that the gameserver hosting supplier has the

best Minecraft mods put in or not less than freely allows you to add the ones you like.
 

#6. Contract size
 

Some Minecraft hosting companies require you to pay for multiple months upfront. While it

can save you more cash with a reliable Minecraft internet hosting company this manner, it

could require you to pay loads upfront. If that's the case, search for others that offer a

monthly subscription payment to lighten the financial burden and enhance your cashflow.
 

#7. Good level of security
 

The most common type of assault against Minecraft servers is DDoS (Distributed Denial of

Service). This occurs when certain events make a number of makes an attempt to hook up

with your server, causing it to crash. With a reliable server, your hosting company will take

care of the potential threats for you so that you can enjoy the sport.
 

Minecraft Server Hosting: Incessantly Asked Query
 

Still not sure which among the most effective Minecraft server hosting platforms to select



from? Or you’re probably new to the game itself?
 

Don’t fear - beneath are solutions to the commonest questions about the sport and the

technique of setting up your server.
 

The game is not free. The worth is dependent upon the system the place you’re enjoying the

game, but the desktop version of Minecraft prices $30. You can also make in-sport

purchases and get access to completely different game accessories (skins, worlds, textures).
 

Some hosting servers supply a free trial. As soon as the trial interval ends, you might want to

pay up for the plan you tried out. You possibly can change the plan that fits your funds

throughout the trial, so that you pays without getting your servers reduce. There’s additionally

quite a few low-cost dedicated server choices on the market with internet hosting plans

starting as low as $2.50/month.
 

To accommodate a maximum of 10 gamers at the same time, you want at the least 1 GB of

RAM on your recreation server. The higher the GB RAM of your server, the extra gamers you

can welcome, the extra pleasant the sport can develop into.
 

Hostinger offers one of the best total experience of managing Minecraft servers for all levels.

Shockbyte has built a popularity for reliability and performance on prime of its guaranteed

uptime and DDoS protection. Finally, Apex Internet hosting delivers arguably the most

effective buyer assist due to its responsive 24/7 dwell chat.
 

There are many free Minecraft server hosting providers to select from for establishing the

sport. However, we highly advise towards signing up to free server hosts for several reasons,

i.e., many adverts, a low quantity of services, limited help, and so on. If you happen to insist

on using a free server host, set it up your self using a VPS as an alternative.
 

A server for 20 gamers can be as little as simply $2.50/month. As you can see, you may

simply go tremendous low cost, but also you could determine to go for more expensive

choices relying on your necessities. In this case, the most costly plan from considered one of

our high picks, Hostinger, with 8GB RAM, 8 vCPU Hardware, and an unlimited number of

players will price you $29.95/month for a 4-year plan.
 

Best Minecraft Server Hosting - Summary
 

To make your alternative a bit easier, we’ve compiled this fast comparison table, highlighting

the key parameters of the highest 5 hosts:
 

As you possibly can see from the list above, each of the Minecraft server hosting providers is

considered one of the best for numerous, oftentimes totally different reasons. Because of

this, choosing the right one in your particular needs turns into essential.
 

In the meantime, probably the most balanced and constant amongst all of the above



Minecraft hosting options, in our opinion, is Hostinger. It’s a bit on the costly facet with a base

plan beginning at $8.95/month however their onboarding and interface are excellent for

inexperienced persons who merely need to host video games they will enjoy with their

friends. This hosting supplier also caters to more advanced users trying to construct

customized worlds and make the most of numerous mods.
 

For the time being, Hostinger is running a promotion on all hosting plans with discounts

reaching as much as 90%, so it’s an amazing time to check out their Minecraft hosting

provide!
 

Alternatively, if you’re looking for a extra finances-friendly option, you can’t go unsuitable with

Shockbyte, and their cheapest plans are starting at simply $2.50 / month. High uptime stats

and numerous plans that you can probably upgrade to will guarantee you a stress-free

hosting experience.
 

Did you've gotten any of experiences with any of the Minecraft hosts? What did we miss?

Tell us within the comment part beneath.


